Unionists understand civil rights

“Our entire history of the trade union movement is full of examples of workers of one group — one racial group, or one religious group — being played off against another racial group or another religious group,” Ben Segal of the Office of Economic Opportunity declared at the joint session December 4th and 5th at the Leaming-Hotel in Oakland.

The employers’ best way “to prevent unionization, or the best way to keep unions weak and ineffective is to divide the workers and play off one group against the other,” he said.

Segal, who is a liaison officer for the OEO, but who was speaking as a trade unionist — went on to point out some examples of this divide-and-conquer technique in the south.

“I think all of us as Americans, and as trade unionists, clearly see and understand why we should be, and must be, committed to the goal of full and equal opportunity. Certainly there is no argument that a democracy cannot survive for any length of time unless the rights of all people are guaranteed and respected.

“Certainly, too, we understand that unless we have a democracy — no free trade union could function. And certainly we agree that the basic philosophy of the trade union movement is brotherhood. Without it the union is meaningless,” he concluded.

We have to recognize that we in America are now paying for our past neglects, for our past discrimination and segregation, and for the past economic and social exploitation of our minority groups, he said. We are paying for centuries of neglect.

“What can we expect when there (continued on page three)
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bers. Every member of our union received a wage increase this year and most received additional fringe benefit improvements to one degree or another.

New groups have been organized and more are in the process of coming under the banner of Local 1245. We find that the power and prestige of our union rises with the years and that selling our services becomes easier as we continue to develop a fine record of accomplishment on behalf of those we serve.

Many improvements have also come through working out interim solutions to serious problems over the bargaining tables between contract openings during long-term arrangements with private employers.

Our people who work for public agencies and must depend on annual wage reviews or annual collective bargaining, have also felt the benefits of representation by Local 1245 before boards of review or public agency negotiating teams.

The use of formal arbitration has been materially reduced through more intensive and rewarding efforts on the part of those who are involved in our various labor-management relationships. The result has been to lessen the financial cost and to develop a more practical and satisfactory method of solving our disputes short of going outside of our day-to-day relationships and allowing some single individual, the arbitrator, to decide questions over issues which are best known to our union and our employers as experts in the field of our industrial relations.

The next item which I shall comment upon is the rising political influence of Local 1245 on Local, State and National levels.

The cities and local power agencies with which we deal are becoming more and more receptive to our representation efforts because we have developed a reputation for competence, fairness and honesty.

City and County government officials understand that when we speak out on Local issues, we have done our homework and we know the score about the issues.

On the State level, our voice is heard and respected at the Governor level, in the State Legislatures, in the Commissions and in the rest of the departments or divisions of State government.

On the Federal level, we are also developing a more effective voice, year after year. We are known and respected at the Administration level of our Federal Government. We carry on a continuing communication effort with key Congressional people close to our operations and beyond.

We are even nominally involved in international relations through continuing contacts with key labor people in the gas and electric utility industries outside of our national borders in cooperation with our government and the AFL-CIO.

In short, our Local Union's public relations program is a developing one, supported by years of secondary effort and by the understanding of the elected officers who have supported my program in this respect because they understand that public service workers are an important part of the general public at the Local, State, National and even at the International level, when our country's total operation is considered in the light of individual citizen and group responsibility.

All in all, our Local Union is an example of activity which is both progressive and responsive to the needs of our times in terms of the representation of working people as important elements in our industry and in our society.

I am proud of Local 1245 and that pride drives me to working harder than ever to instill in every single member of our fine organization, the same sense of pride which I honestly feel as a result of being a part of such a mass human effort to do good for our members, their families, and our country as a whole.

Now to some more down-to-earth aspects of this operation called Local 1245.

This organization can never tread water. It must continue to fight for its rightful place through hard work and careful attention to the needs of its members. This takes dedication on the part of your leadership as well as yourselves. I pause here and give you an example of what I mean.

Senior Assistant Business Manager L. L. Mitchell typifies the kind of dedication found over the years in this union. He is presently paying the price for having worked too hard and rested not enough. Even now, he is champing at the bit to get back into action and continue a pace which I shall restrict as best I can when he comes back to work. He sends his sincere best wishes to all of you.

Typically, Mitch worries about me and my pace as well as how the "store" is running while he is lying flat on his back — a position not usual for him.

I told him the other day that things are going along OK and that we are simply trying to spread his work among us at the administrative level and that our membership was more interested in his complete recovery than any of the matters he had left undone as of November 1st.

I'm not inclined to engage in maudlin expressions regarding the hard work and personal and family sacrifices made by those who serve you as members of my Staff. However, it must sometime be recognized and respected because there is a reasonable limit to human effort on your behalf.

In 1966 and beyond, so long as I hold office, our people will take their vacations on schedule and we'll simply adjust production within the spread of numbers which you give to me as an operating team.

I have a feeling of confidence regarding the challenges our negotiating teams will face in 1966. The employers are in good financial shape, our union is in good financial shape and we are backed by the largest force of numbers in our history.

As the elected officer in charge of all of our 1966 negotiations, I pledge to you that the best possible job will be done for you and your fellow members.

Our negotiating teams are made up of seasoned experts and new people who will contribute new ideas and new approaches to old as well as new problems. Together, we shall give our utmost and hope that our efforts will be fully backed by those we are privileged to serve.

Let us not forget that the employers will also have some proposals to place on the bargaining tables. Those in our ranks whose labor education does not include this knowledge must complete their education because collective bargaining is a two-way street and our role as negotiators is a combination of offense and defense, just as a football team on the field.

The attendance here today is encouraging and I pay real respect to all of you who have willingly given up a weekend to gather together and participate in this meeting. I hope that when you report back to your Units that you will carry the message of the necessity for unity which is the keystone of whatever we accomplish in 1966, the 25th Anniversary of Local 1245 of the IBEW.


**Good Christmas gift buys — and some doubtful ones**

By Sidney Margolius

Consumer Expert for the utility reporter

As this department has warned before, toys that have a theme with a well-known movie, TV or cartoon character usually cost more. The actors and promoters get a percentage of the price of articles using their name. This you must pay in addition to the normal cost.

Moreover, sometimes such toys depend more on the fame of the character or actor involved than on actual play value.

This year's example is the James Bond in the movies, himself reduced "a lot of rubbish" of "appalling quality."

Bond in the movies, himself an outpouring of "James Bond" products "a lot of rubbish," of "appalling quality."

Novelty toys are just that. You may pay $5 for a robot that fires a machine gun mounted in its chest. But your child may get tired of it in a few days. Another problem for parents is dolls which require extensive wardrobes. You may buy "Barbie" or "Penny Brite" for $4 or $5, and then find yourself later buying a sailor suit for Penny for $2.50, a raincoat and bedroom furniture for $5, etc. You may wind up spending more on Penny's wardrobe than your own. As Penny gets dressed better, you'll get shabbier. Then you have to buy friends for the doll, like Ken or Ricky, and clothes for them.

Better find out how much clothing you get to start with, and the cost of additional costumes before you buy the doll. "Sylvie" costs only $3 but a coat for her costs $4, and a suit, $5.

**DOLLS FOR BOYS?**

Now manufacturers are seeking to use this same profitable technique of continuing or "open end" purchase plans. Joan Cook, *New York Times* writer on child development, points out that the increasingly popular "G.I. Joe" is really a doll—a jointed, 11-inch doll. Once you buy it, the manufacturer offers 100 accessories, ranging from a combat field pack set for $2, to diving equipment for $8.

**JEWELRY, FUR DECEPTIONS**

In shopping for adult gifts, beware of razzle-dazzle fire-deception. Often you can pay in addition to the normal cost.

Perishables Esther Hendler, a market official, points out that the tone and quality of the stone in writing. Another current deception is "leopard" coats, handbags and other accessories which sometimes are merely calfskin dyed and stenciled to look like real leopard.

Here are tips on some of the more-basic playthings and gifts:

**Manipulative Toys:** From infancy to age of eight is the time to help children develop manipulative and perception skills, advises Frank Clarck, noted nursery-toy designer. Among such "learning" toys are blocks, thumber drums, shape sorters, boxes, transportation toys, peg toys, art materials, science and nature toys such as magnifiers and color paddles, housekeeping toys, jigsaw puzzles and other materials children can fit together.

One of the recommended toys, which our readers have found successful, is called "The Toy." This is a set of plastic squares and triangles which form rigid panels which a child can fit into a tent, large airplane, and other shapes.

**Science Interest:** In addition to nearby science and natural history museums, another source of authentic materials and books is Science Clubs of America, 1719 N. St., Washington 6, D.C., which sponsors Science News Letter; $5.50 a year or $3.13 for two semesters. It also offers "Things of Science" an experimental kit each month, which comes with a one-year membership, for $5; also specialized science magazines, books and experiment instructions.

For nature lovers, the National Wildlife Federation, 1214 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, offers bird dominoes ($1.10); wildlife lotto ($2); nature books and animal jigsaw puzzlers ($1.50 box of 4); trip-it bird feeder ($2.95); also records, stationery, greeting cards, etc.

---

**How one buyer bought a car**

Shortly before the 1966 models came onto the market, Mrs. R. B. of Sacramento read an auto dealer's ad offering new 1965 cars at "closeout" prices. The ad featured a 1965 compact model for $1,739 and a 1965 economy model for $1,450 per month on a 48-month contract.

A successful businesswoman as well as a prudent consumer, Mrs. B., who was vacationing 200 miles from home, took the precaution of phoning the dealer in Sacramento to check on the car's availability at the advertised terms. She didn't want to travel 200 miles, she explained to the dealer's sales manager, if the car would not be sold advertised.

Come along, the sales manager told her, she could indeed buy the car at the advertised terms. (With $45 down and 48 payments of $45 each, as advertised, the total would come to $2,205.) Mrs. B. arrived at the dealer's showroom next morning, checkbook in hand. No deal, said the sales staff. It was ridiculous to expect the car to be sold at the price and terms in the ad.

Mrs. B. insisted. The dealer re-fused. In two days of negotiations, she says many reasons were given why she couldn't buy the car at those terms: The bank wouldn't finance such a contract; No other customer had bought that model in the advertised way; the credit would have to be approved; the newspaper printed the ad wrong. At one point, she was told the car was hers at the advertised terms if she would sign a document promising to appear on TV as an endorse-ment. She refused to go on TV.

On the third day, Mrs. B. took a friend with her to the dealer's showroom. Again she tried to buy the car as advertised and again was refused. Mrs. B.'s friend, using a phone in the showroom, called the Consumer Counsel office to ask if the situation involved any violation of laws on false and misleading advertising; she was advised to consult the District Attorney.

At this point, Mr. B. says, the stalemate was broken. A contract was prepared at the advertised terms; the bank okayed the contract; Mrs. B. did happily driving the car which she prises as a dandy.  

---

**Unionists understand civil rights**

(continued from page one)

are no jobs and no homes, when there are poor neighborhoods even for the hard-working? What can we expect when a man's daily diet, so to speak, is a combination of humiliation, insult and embarrassment?"

Because of this, he continued, we must focus on the problem of equal employment opportunity and job training.

"We as trade unionists have an obligation to assist in these training efforts. If we don't solve the problems of minority groups—the gains we have made, the advances we have made—will be insecure.

"We in the trade union movement have a responsibility to do a better job than management and other organizations in the community are doing in this area of equal employment opportunity. And I think we in the trade union movement have a right to be proud of the role the AFL-CIO has played, and continues to play, in the area of working for legislation for civil rights.

"The AFL-CIO is now setting up an increasingly effective Civil Rights Department in order to get more vigorous enforcement of law, and also to get more of the local unions to live up to the spirit of the law."

"You know, he continued, "we in the trade union movement should be the first to understand what the civil rights movement is all about, because if you read labor history, you find direct parallels with what's happening today in the civil rights movement and what happened with the American trade union movement. Back in those days, we were the exploited, we were the underdogs, we were the ones who constantly had to demonstrate— even to get free schools we had to demonstrate! Even to get the right to vote we had to demonstrate! And, of course, we always had to demonstrate to strike, to walk out, and to sit down— everything in order to dramatize and focus the attention of the American people on the injustices we were experiencing."

It's now the minority groups who are the exploited, who are now demonstrating for these rights. So we ought to understand this, because they are doing what we used to do, he concluded.

---
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The members of Local 1245 wish to convey the true spirit of the Season. We cannot picture here the nearly 11,000 members of this human organization, but the people on this page — Unit Officers, Advisory Councilmen, Negotiating Committeemen, Office staff, Executive Board Members and Business Manager’s Staff — are fair representatives of those who wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
Ninth District Vice President W. Lloyd Vinson welcomed the participants. With him at the head table are, left to right, Vice President Marvin Brooks, Federal Mediator Vern Hughes, Business Manager Ron Weakley (partially hidden by the podium), Vinson, Recording Secretary Andy Clayton, Southern Area Board Member Albert Callahan, Central Area Board Member Jimmy Lydon, G.C. Board Member Tony Baker, Northern Area Board Member Jim Fountain, and Treasurer Bill Miller.

Some of the Unit Chairmen, Unit Recorders, Advisory Councilmen and Negotiating Committee members in attendance at the joint session are shown in this shot.

Paradise Unit Chairman Chet Stegner, right, presents to Business Representative Roy Murray a token of appreciation for his service to DeSablo members. President Leland Thomas Jr. looks on approvingly.

Electric Subcommitteeman Craig Harris, left, and Oakland Unit Chairman Gerry Duffy discuss the latest situation in East Bay Division.
Lucky!

Bruce Ingels, a Helper in the Gas Department in Salinas, won this Pontiac 88 hard-top — proving how lucky gas workers are.
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STOCKTON CLERICAL — Seen during a light moment are, left to right, Gordon McKinnon, John Broin, Eleanor Azzarello, Ben Sayre, George Wageman, Walter Lloyd, and Del Nickelson.

A space age trajectory
To the Great Society
by Senator Gaylord Nelson

It is estimated that the Watts riots resulted in at least $50 million in indirect costs. Had we understood the meaning of this study beforehand, we might have been able to apply the principle of ‘an ounce of prevention.’

As this example indicates, one feature of the computer, systems-analysis approach, is a scientific attempt to pinpoint the dimensions of a problem with high accuracy.

In Watts there were five menacing indicators that pointed out the troubles: Low Family Income; Negro population concentrations of more than 75 percent—with little integration; living conditions with more than 10,000 people per square mile; extremely high school drop-out rates; and a high arrest rate (100 or more per 1,000 in the age group 10-17; 25 or more arrests per 1,000 total population). Using the proper criteria to identify the problem is only the first step. The second step is to find the answer—or more important—to find the right combination of answers, at the lowest cost.

One way to fight crime is to put a criminal in jail for life. This will keep him from committing a further crime, but it is extremely costly. It costs a great deal of money to keep a man in jail for a year.

Another way to prevent crime is to take each first offender, and instead of putting him in jail at his first offense, spend substantial amounts of money for counseling, job training, psychiatric care, to try to help him onto the right track for a productive, non-criminal life. This may cost more at first, but if it means society won’t have to pay to keep the man in jail for the rest of his life, the initial cost may be cheap in the long run.

Our first response to juvenile crime is often to call the police; it is not obvious that we might perhaps be better advised to call the employment and counseling service.

The first California studies indicate that it might even be wise to look to other parts of the social system if we really want the cheapest, most efficient way to reduce crime. It may well be that a new welfare system, and new poverty programs, dollar for dollar, could do more to reduce crime than could bigger and better prisons.

We want to see if three ounces of new probation counseling will prevent five pounds of crime. In fact, we want to know precisely how many ounces of each possible approach to prevention will produce the most pounds of cure.

And we want to know the cost: We want to know — throughout the whole system — what is the most economical and effective way to deal with this problem, and what is the cheapest ‘mix’ of solutions we should adopt.

The studies do not attempt to offer a pat solution to crime. We have none. What is suggested is that we must look at a great variety of problems, seemingly distantly related, to see if pulling on one strand of the tangle here may untie a knot elsewhere.

This is one way to describe systems analysis. What we are really trying to do is figure out in great detail what that ‘ounce of prevention’ idea is really about.

We want to find out if an ounce of counseling, psychiatric care, and job training, at the outset of a juvenile delinquent’s career will, in fact, prevent ‘a pound’ of robbery and theft later on.

Sacto. Transit wins 7th Award

Members working for the Sacramento Transit Authority have won their seventh Maintenance Award in a row. Gene Mangin receives the Fleet Owner award for efficiency from STA Chairman Roy Higgins as Business Manager Ron Weakley looks on.
Rated high on the hunter’s calendar is the black bear, found in every state in the Union except Rhode Island, New Jersey, Delaware and Kansas. It’s a worthy game animal but predatory instincts must be noted. Occasionally black bear kill domestic livestock and the flesh-craving marauders must be destroyed or stock-owners suffer great loss.

The black bear is not a true hibernator. In the south it may sleep for a few days or a week at a time. In the north it may den up in November and stay denned until April. It may be awakened readily and leave the den when aroused.

A 300-pounder may give birth to a twelve-ounce offspring. Litters range from one to three. When cubs emerge in spring they weigh from four to six pounds. They can toddle and weigh anywhere from 45 to 80 pounds when they den with mama again in the winter.

Mother bear is an affectionate but stern parent. There’s a record of a lost male cub chased up a tree by another female. Eventually the mother found it by detecting its scent at the base of its temporary refuge. She knew her baby was alive and grunted loudly for him. The cub eventually slid to the ground where the mother talked to him in low grunts and squeaks; affectionately nuzzled him, then assumed a reclining position while he and sister drew from nourishing breasts.

They are good swimmers, can swim for five miles at a clip. Their range is usually to within a five to ten mile radius. An injured adult or a lost cub may cry—a high pitched bawling—for hours.

It is when the cubs are small that the mother is most dangerous. She will protect her young from man and beast. At the first sign of danger she chases her cubs up a tree and stands sentinels below, keeping them from trodding until the danger is over.

Although a heavy, cumbersome-looking animal, it’s a creditable runner, capable of doing 25 miles an hour if the need is urgent. It is agile, sometimes displaying trapeze-artist ability. A two-hundred-pound female can do 25 miles an hour if the need is urgent. She will protect her young from man and beast. At the first sign of danger she chases her cubs up a tree and stands sentinels below, keeping them from trodding until the danger is over.

IN MEMORIAM

ERVEL H. COLEMAN, a retired member from Colgate Division, died on October 9, 1965. Brother Coleman had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on March 1, 1932.

GEORGE PAUL KABLE, a retired member from Shasta Division, died on June 21, 1965. Brother Kable had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on July 1, 1942.

ROBERT R. MACKIN, from San Francisco Division, died on September 8, 1965. Brother Mackin had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on April 9, 1951.

THADDEUS W. NICHOLSON, from Sacramento Division, died on August 17, 1965. Brother Nicholson had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on September 1, 1948.

B. L. REYNOLDS, from General Construction, died in September, 1965. Brother Reynolds had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on November 1, 1946.

H. G. RYLAN, from East Bay Division, died on September 16, 1965. Brother Rylan had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on December 1, 1953.

EDWARD SNOW, from East Bay Division, died on September 18, 1965. Brother Snow had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on October 1, 1933.

M. O. STRAIN, from U.S.B.R., died on September 9, 1965. Brother Strain had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on August 15, 1935.

JERRY THORTON, a retired member from East Bay Division, died in September, 1965. Brother Thornton had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on June 1, 1952.

CARL WHITING, from General Construction, died on August 30, 1965. Brother Whiting had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on September 1, 1952.

IVAN L. WILSON, from Coast Valleys Division, died on September 7, 1965. Brother Wilson had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on February 1, 1943.

RAYMOND L. CARTER from General Construction Division, died on October 29, 1965. Brother Carter had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on September 1, 1965.

LOUIS L. DECKER, from Stockton Division, died on November 4, 1965. Brother Decker had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on November 1, 1952.

LEONARD P. GIBSON, from General Construction Division, died in November, 1965. Brother Gibson had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on June 1, 1965.

JAMES P. HART, from Coast Valleys Division, died on October 20, 1965. Brother Hart had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on May 1, 1956.

OPHIA E. HICKS, from Outside Construction, died on September 14, 1965. Brother Hicks had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on August 1, 1957.

F. ARLIN MORSE, from Shasta Division, died on November 14, 1965. Brother Morse had been a member of the I.B.E.W. since his initiation on July 1, 1963.